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systems[21]. Clones are more error prone as same bug
in code fragment should be inspected in all similar
code patches. Too much cloning increases design
problems such as missing inheritance or procedural
abstraction. The costs of changes carried out after
delivery is estimated at 40% - 70% of the total costs
during a system's lifetime. Existing research shows
that a significant amount of code in a software system
is cloned code and this amount may vary depending
on the domain and origin of the software system. For
instance, Baker [1] has found that on large systems
between 13% - 20% of source code can be cloned
code. Lague et al. have studied only function clones
and reported that between 6.4% - 7.5% of code is
cloned code whereas Baxter et al. have reported that
I.INTRODUCTION
Copying code fragments from existing software and 12.7% of code being clones of a software system.
then pasting with or without minor modifications or
II.REASONS FOR CODE DUPLICATION
adaptations are common activities in software
development. One of the examples is split of FreeBSD Several factors influence the developers and/or
and netBSD from 386BSD families. This type of reuse maintenance engineers in making cloned code in the
to existing code is called code cloning or forking. It is system. Some clones are introduced by accidents.
difficult to say which fragment is original and which is Below we provide the various factors for which clones
duplicate, fragments of code which are exactly same or can be introduced in the source code [1]
similar to each other are called code clones. Several
studies show that software systems with code clones A. Development Strategy
are more difficult to maintain than the ones without Clone may be introduced in software systems due to
them [1]. The cloning produces code that is difficult to the different reuse and programming approaches.
maintain and introduce subtle errors [2]. Cloning in Examples are:
software development has several adverse effects on B. Reusing
Reusing an entire system or logic, procedure/ function
the maintenance life-cycles of software systems.
and design are the prime reasons of code clones.
In most of the cases clones are the result of
copy-paste activities. In software development this is C. Copy-Paste: Copying the existing code and pasting
common as it minimizes coding effort and time, (with or without minor modifications) to form new
especially in device drivers of Linux operating systems system is the simplest form of reuse mechanism in the
where the algorithms are similar. There are several development process which results code duplication.
other factors such as performance enhancement and Famous syntax and semantics can be repeated [4].
coding style because of which large systems may
contain a significant percentage of duplicated code. D. Logic and design reuse: For the similar
There is also accidental cloning, which is the result of product/solutions developers can use existing
using the same set of APIs to implement similar function and logic. For example Linux kernel device
protocols [6]. Code cloning is found to be a more drivers contain large rates of duplication because all
serious problem in software development [1]. Clones the drivers have the same interface and most of them
may not hamper normal functioning of the system, implement a simple and similar logic. Moreover, the
but they will have a negative impact on evolution [3]. design of such systems does not allow for more
Counter measures are needed to decrease the cost of sophisticated forms of reuse.
development.
E. Generative programming approach: Generating
Code clones will directly affect the quality, code with a tool using generative programming may
maintainability and comprehensibility of software
Abstract:Several studies on clones or porting show that
about 14% to 21% of software systems can contain
duplicated code, which are basically the results of
copying existing code fragments and using them with or
without minor modifications. One of the major drawback
of such code fragments is that if a bug is detected in a
fragment, all similar fragments should be investigated to
check the possible existence of the same bug in the
similar fragments. In this paper, we first describe the
cloning terminologies and commonly used clone type.
Second, we provide a review of the existing clone
taxonomies, detection approaches. Finally, this paper
concludes by pointing out several open problems related
to clone detection research.
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produce huge code clones because these tools soften
use the same template to generate the similar logic.

III. TYPES OF CODE CLONES
Two code fragments can be similar based on the
similarity of their program statements or in their
functionalities. In this section, we consider clone types
based on the types of similarity in code fragments.
Based on the textual similarity we have following types
of clones [7]:
A. Type I Clones
Type I is also called Exact clones, original code ca be
copied as it is with some variations in whitespace new
line(s), blanks, tabs, comments and/or layouts.
Let us consider the following code fragment,
if (a>=b) {// Comment1
M = a + b;
N = a-b;}
else
Z = a*b;
//Comment2
An exact copy clone of this original copy could be as
follows:
if (a>=b) {
// Comment1
M=a+b;
N=a-b ;}
else
// Comment2
Z=a*b;
B. Type II Clones
Two code fragment that are similar except for some
possible variations in names of user-defined identifiers
(name of class, method and variables), types, layout
and comments. below code is an example of Type II
clones.
if(a1!=b1)
{ d1 = d1 + 1;}
else
c1 = d1 – a1; //Comment2
A Type II clone for this fragment can be as follows:
if (m1 >= n1) // Comment1
{ y1 = x1 + n1;
x1 = x1 + 5; }//Comment3
else
y1 = x1 – m1; //Comment2'
above two code segments have change in their
shape, variable names and value assignments.
However, the syntactic structure is similar in both
segments.
C. Type III Clones
In Type III clones, the copied fragment is further
modified by addition and deletion of statements.
Consider the original code segment,
if (x >= y) {
m = d + y;
n = d + 1;
}else
m = d - x;
now we add alpha=1 to get following code
if (x>= y) {
m = d + y;
alpha = 1; // This statement is added
www.i3cpublications.org

d = d + 1; }
else m = d - x;
Without this inserted statement, this
fragment could be a Type II code clone.

copied

D.Type IV Clones
These are the results of semantic similarity between
multiple code fragments. Two code fragments may
be developed by two different programmers to
implement the same kind of logic making the code
fragments similar in their functionality. Functional
similarity reflects the degree to which the
components act alike, i.e., captures similar
functional properties and similarity assessment
methods rely on matching of pre/post-conditions.
Let us consider the following code fragment 1, where
the final value of 'j' is the factorial value of the
variable n.
Fragment 1:
inti, fact=1;
for (i=1; i<=n; i++)
fact= fact * i;
fragment1 iterative code can be implemented
recursively as shown in fragment 2 which
calculates the factorial of its argument n.
Fragment 2:
int factorial(int n) {
if (n == 0) return 1 ;
else return n * factorial(n-1) ;
}
The code having no lexical/syntactic/structural
similarities between the statements of the two
fragments are called type IV clones.
IV.CLONE DETECTION TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Below literature presents various clone detection
techniques. Most of them are for research purposes
aiming to help the software development and
maintenance processes. Most of the tools also detect
different types of clones primarily based on the
detection techniques and comparison level of
granularity. In this section, we provide the different
clone detection techniques in the form of taxonomy.
A. Taxonomy of Detection Techniques
Each of the clone detection techniques consists of
several properties by which that particular
technique can be explained, for example, what it
does, how it does etc.
Code Transformation: Instead of working directly on
the fresh source code, this approach performs kind of
transformation or filtering before applying the actual
comparison. Filtering just remove whitespace or
comments while other use transformation to get
another form of code representation suitable for the
comparison algorithm and for detecting target clone
types for the reengineering purpose.
Granularity Comparison: Different algorithms work on
different code representations on different levels of
granularity. Some algorithm works on the granularity
of one statement while others work on Abstract Syntax
Tree.
Comparison Algorithm: In detecting clones of different
types, the choice of the algorithm is also a major
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concern. Some approaches use the sequence matchingThere are several clone detection techniques
algorithm which is commonly applied in the biologicalavailable today; there is always a need to have a
science for DNA-sequence matching while others applybetter one. The open issues concerning a new
several data mining/information retrieval algorithms.
technique are:
Computational Complexity: The efficiency of the
Higher precision and recall: To date no clone
clone detection technique is a major concern as the
detection technique is found sound enough in terms
technique should be scaled up to detect clones in
of precision, recall, robustness and scalability. Most
large software of millions of lines of code. The
tools show complementary behaviors for precision
complexity of an approach depends on the type of
and recall. Scalability and robustness are also
transformations and the comparison algorithm
challenging in almost all cases. Therefore, there is a
used.
crucial need to develop a new clone detection
Language Independency: Now days the major
technique that can overcome the existing
concern for a clone detection tool is a software
limitations.
system can be developed with several languages.
Detecting Type III Clones: No tool is reported to do
Also a language independent tool can be applied to
well in detecting Type III clones. Moreover, attempts
any system of interest without any worries.
in detecting semantic clones (Type IV) are very few
or none. Both Type III and Type IV clones are
V. OPEN PROBLEMS IN CLONE DETECTION
important from a maintenance point of view. When
There are several open problems concerning the
developing a new technique especial treatments
various issues discussed in this paper. A list of 30
should be considered for detecting Type III clones.
open questions on clone detection research is
Again, a classification or taxonomy of such clones is
presented in table1. 1st shows issues, 2nd column
crucial.
shows method and 3rd shows status to solution.
Semantic clone detection tool: Semantic clone
detection technique is used to find Type IV clones.
A. Types and Taxonomies of Clones :There are
Clone [16] definition and detection by semantic
several types and taxonomies unclear issues to be
similarity are undecidable problems in general.
taken care of. In the following, we point out some of
Nevertheless, attempts can be made to detect
these:
semantic clones by applying extensive and
Formal definition of clones: There is no proper
intelligent normalizations to the code.
definition to clone. All the available definitions are
VI. APPLICATIONS FOR CLONE DETECTION RESEARCH
either vague to a certain extent or incomplete. A
In addition to clone refactoring, avoidance and
formal clone definition should be established
management, there are several other domains in
overcoming the current limitations and associated
which clone detection techniques seem helpful.
vagueness. The definition should take into account
There are other areas related to clone detection from
different types of similarities such as representation
which clone detection techniques themselves can get
similarity (textual, syntactic and structural),
benefited. In this Section, we provide a list of
semantic or behavioral similarity, execution
applications and related works of clone detection
similarity, metrics similarity and feature-based
research.
similarity. While it is easy to define similarity for
some types, it is still an open problem to define and
A. Plagiarism Detection
measure semantic similarity.
Plagiarism is one of the closely related areas of clone
detection [11]. For plagiarism detection, copied code
Clone length: there are two ways to measure clone
is disguised intentionally and therefore, it is more
length either by the number of tokens or by number
difficult to detect. Clone detection with the extensive
of lines such as number of Abstract Syntax Tree.
normalization on source code can detect plagiarism.
Once the unit of measurement is chosen, it should
But such normalization may produce lots of false
be decided what could be the appropriate minimum
positives. Clone detection tools such as token-based
threshold for clone length.
CCFinder and metrics-based CLAN have been
applied in Detecting plagiarism.[18] Unfortunately,
Clone types based on origins and or risks: There are
to
still no categorizations of clones based on origins or
date it is not clear how good they are in doing so.
risks. It is also not yet known the statistical
Clone detection techniques, on the other hand may
distribution of such types in larger systems.
benefit from plagiarism detection tools Burd and
Empirical studies can be undertaken for finding
bailey gave 2 plagiarism detection and 3 clone
such distribution of clone types.
detection tools, JPlag[12] and Moss [5]. From their
study, it is found that plagiarism detection tools
Removal, avoidance and risks: For each of the clone
show more or less similar precision and recall
types, the risk and cost of removal and avoidance
compared to the clone detection tools even though
should be studied.
these tools detect clones across files only. However,
plagiarism detection tools are designed to measure
Relevance ranking: Once the clones are identified, a
the degree of similarity between a pair of programs.
relevance ranking should be established for removal
Clone detection tools work within the scope of intra
or other maintenance activities.
and inter-file levels even with various clone
granularities. If the plagiarism detection tools are
B. Better Clone Detection Techniques
directly used to find code clones within a single
www.i3cpublications.org
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program, they need to compare all possible pairs of
code fragments. A system with n statements
requires a total of O(n3) pair wise comparisons. This
level of computational complexity is impractical for
very large systems.
B. Origin Analysis
Clone detection can be applied to origin analysis in
which two versions of a system are analyzed to gain
the knowledge as how and why structural change
has occurred. As of plagiarism detection, the critical
difference between the scopes of detection

approaches makes them infeasible to assist one
another directly.
C. Merging
Merging works with two different variants of similar
systems. Establishing the relation between the pair
of systems, clones from both the systems are
compared and analyzed. Again, the comparison is
only between systems. Unlike clone detection, clone
analysis within a system is irrelevant for merging.

Table 1: below table shows unsolved issues related to clones
Sl.no

Un solved issues related to clones

Classification

1
2
3
4
5

Possibility to detect clones in XML/HTML files
Do we have IDE specific clone detection tool?
Can we detect higher level clones?
How can we identify clone requirements from the code
Do we understand clone for other programming paradigm?
What kinds of clones are in functional languages

Detection
Detection
Detection
Definition
Detection

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

For what levels of code do definitions of clone exists
Are clones defined subjectively or objectively?
Are clones relations symmetric?
Size of the system affect rate of occurrences of clones?
What are clone types
Do we have standard difference measure between similar code
fragments?
Do we have framework to classify & evaluate clones?

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definitions
Detection/ Taxonomy

14
15
16

Do we understand other level clones?
Can we describe the difference between similar code fragments?
Do we understand context sensitive clones?

Taxonomy
Taxonomy
Taxonomy

17
18

What kinds of clones are good and bad
Do we know detection of what kind of clones are too complex to
beneficial?
Can we deal with generated code?
Can we measure clone rates in system?
What do we do with clones
Must clones be removed?
Which clone must be refactored, kept or encouraged?

Taxonomy
Ranking
Ranking
Clone based actions

19
20
21
22
23

Clone based actions
Clone based actions

However, both merging and clone detection require
robust comparison techniques and each of them can
be benefited from other by sharing their comparison
algorithms and analysis approaches.

Multi-version program analysis is the process of
mapping element of one program version to the
elements of other version of that program. For such
mapping, a matching between the program elements
of the two versions should be established. Clone
D. Software Evolution : Software evolution analysis is detection techniques can be used for establishing
closely related problem to origin analysis and such matching relation.
merging. As of origin analysis, two or more different
versions of a software systems are mapped for finding
VII. RELATED WORK
a relation between them with a view to observe their Juergens et al. [9] detect inconsistent clones using a
evolution behavior. By detecting clones from each of suffix-tree based, lexical clone detection algorithm.
the versions and then mapping the similar clone Their interviews with developers confirm that
groups such a relation can be established [2].
inconsistencies in the found clones are indeed bugs
and report that “nearly every second, unintentional
inconsistent changes to clones lead to a fault.” Chou
E. Multi-version Program Analysis
et al. show that porting is an important source of
www.i3cpublications.org
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bugs in operating systems [4]. In 65% of the ported
code, at least one
identifier is renamed, and in 27% cases at least one
statement is inserted, modified, or deleted [14]. An
incorrect adaptation of ported code often leads to
porting errors [8]. This observation is aligned with
our findings—where we find 113 and 182 porting
errors by mining FreeBSD and Linux version
histories respectively.
SPA [16] detects a broader scope of inconsistent
renaming by tokenizing function names, file names,
and identifier names using a camel case naming
convention and mapping corresponding tokens. Our
algorithm detects an inconsistency when a token in
one context maps to multiple tokens in the other
context. For example, when code is ported from
Export.java SPA checks whether all names related to
export are updated to import.
CONCLUSION
Clone detection is an active research in Software
Engineering and Artificial Intelligence the literature
provides plenty of work in detecting and removing
clones from software systems. Research is also done
in maintaining clones in software systems in its
evolution life cycle. In this paper, a survey on the
area of software clone detection research is made
putting emphasis which shows the definitions of
clones.
This paper may also assist in identifying
remaining open research questions, possible area for
future research, and choose combinations of existing
techniques.
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